KERALA STATE INSTITUTE OF DESIGN INVITES TECHNICAL SUPPORT FOR
COLLABORATING ON PROJECTS
In order to fulfil the mandate for which it has been set up, Kerala state
Institute of Design is in the process of undertaking various projects for several
state departments and agencies. As a consultant in the field of Design, KSID
gives Design support, Design guidance and takes up projects to be executed by
the institute.
KSID requires technical support of various kinds for executing such Design
projects. There is a genuine need to identify, short list, categorise and create a
pool of technically capable persons who can associate with and support KSID
on various design projects.
KSID primarily requires expertise in various technical aspects related to Design.
The ranges of design fields which KSID plan to reach out are varied and broad.
Hence the expertise we are looking for is not limited to any domain. We are
looking for all types of willing partners. They should be willing to spare time to
work on KSID projects.
The expertise we are looking for is primarily technical. It can range from
expertise in drawing, storyboarding, design software to expertise in space
design, service design, system design, branding, assistance in video production,
cinematography, photography, editing, audio recording, content writing, script
writing, advertisement film production, graphic design, package design, logo
creation etc. There is no limitation to apply and all types of creative and
technically qualified persons who think they can contribute to Design are
invited to apply.
Please note that this is not any kind of job offer. The objective is primarily to
create a data base of skilled and trained personnel whose service can be
utilised in the projects of KSID as and when the need arise. The only
opportunity that will be given to these professionals will be an opportunity to
collaborate with KSID as and when the need arise.
There is a sample format of application form and skill sheet which can be
customised and used.

